Conversation Cafe – a community supporting the development of practice in diverse fields meeting in and around Bath, UK, with occasional SKYPE visitors.

Univ. of Cumbria Living Theory Research Group, national and international doctoral researchers and supervisors researching their diverse practice.

EJOLTS - Educational Journal Of Living Theories, an international journal and community of Living Theory researchers.

Revolution dressed Up as Gardening, activists developing permacultural responses to improve the quality of life of communities around the world.

SKYPE Living Theory research support group, an international online community developing and supporting research and researchers.

Bluewater Action Research Network, a Canadian community of educators researching HE and school-based practice.

Network Educational Action Researchers of Ireland, a developing network of educators in Ireland.

Living Theory researchers and networks developing educational knowledge, theory, practice and opportunities that contribute to the flourishing of humanity.

HOW to CREATE and SHARE your LIVING-POSTER...

Living-poster 2015 homepage & posters.